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Maybe you've played piano off and on for a few years. Or maybe you've never 
played but have always wanted to. The right piano course can be hard to find, 
but it's vital to choose the right one if you want to become a better player and 
enjoy the learning experience. 

Today, we'll be looking into Pianoforall, an expertly-designed online program 
that has helped hundreds of thousands of players take their piano skills to the 
next level. This all-online and popular piano program is made up of electronic 
books (e books) that come with audio and video, and allows you to learn piano 
at your own pace. 

Things To Consider Before Signing Up For An Online Piano Course 

Online lessons are becoming more and more popular, and it's easy to see why-
-you can access lessons at any time, you can learn anywhere, and online 
courses tend to be more affordable than in-person learning. However, with the 
sheer number of online music courses available, it's important to think carefully 
about what you need in a course. Here are some of the things to ask yourself 
before signing up: 

• How much experience do you have? Many courses are designed in a 
way that makes them accessible to complete beginners. If you have 
some experience, you may need to spend some time looking for a 
course that fits your experience level. 

• Can you read sheet music? Some lesson plans will teach you to read 
sheet music, some assume you can already read it, and others avoid 
sheet music as much as possible. Which one you need depends on 
your goals as a player. 

• Do you have a preferred genre focus? Many courses for beginners 
introduce you to a range of different genres. If you want to specialize, 
it's a good idea to seek out a lesson plan with an emphasis on your 
specific genre focus. 
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• Do you need to access lessons offline? Many courses are online, but 
some of them give you the option to download lessons to access them 
offline. This can be very helpful if you experience internet issues. 

 

Who Is It Designed For? 

According to Robin Hall, the creator of Piano For All, this unique course is 
designed to take beginner piano players to the intermediate level as quickly as 
possible. You don't need any prior experience playing the piano or any other 
instrument--Piano For All will teach you to play using a combination of playing 
by ear and reading sheet music. You'll also be able to hear audio 
demonstrations of each exercise, so you'll know what they should sound like. 

If you want to hear one beginner player's impression of Piano For All review, 

check out this video review. We think that this course is great for beginner 

players, and it's especially good for those who want to explore different genres 

or who don't know what genre they want to focus on just yet. 

 

How Do The Lessons Progress? 

This program is designed to be different from traditional music lessons in that 
you start applying what you learn to actual songs very quickly. (If you're curious 
to hear one student's opinion, check out this video review). That said, you're 
probably curious about what you learn and when. 

Piano For All is a course that's divided among several books. These books are 
virtual and come with audio and video in order to help you assess your playing. 
Here's a summary of the included books and what you'll learn in each one: 

1. 1 

Party Time Rhythm-Style Piano -- This intro book helps you learn to 
play by ear, and it also introduces you to playing rhythm piano with 
chord progressions. 

2. 2 
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Blues and Rock 'n Roll -- Blues and rock songs on a piano are a lot of 
fun to play, and this section introduces you to chords and a playing 
style that can be used for countless famous songs. 

3. 3 

Chord Magic -- This section teaches you helpful memory tricks, speed 
learning exercises, and chord progressions that are used in popular 
songs. 

4. 4 

Advanced Chords Made Easy -- This book has plenty of practice 
progressions modeled after famous songs, and you also get a rhythm 
chart for 80 Beatles songs. 

5. 5 

Ballad Style Book -- This section helps you create your own melodies 
and learn how to play in the ballad style. 

6. 6 

Jazz Piano Made Easy -- This book covers easy techniques that you 
can apply to songs you already know. You'll also learn chords and 
patterns commonly used in jazz. 

7. 7 

Advanced Blues & Fake Stride -- If you liked the previous book, you'll 
love the further blues techniques taught in this one. 

8. 8 

Taming the Classics -- This book adapts some of the great classical 
pieces so you can begin to play them. 

9. 9 



Speed Learning -- This book focuses on scales and exercises, but it 
tries to make them fun. Each exercise is designed to speed up your 
learning. 

While these books are numbered, you may be able to change around the order. 
For instance, if you are mostly interested in playing blues, you might be 
interested in working on the blues books before some of the others. 

 

 


